
Room with A View!

When we consider summer entertaining, we naturally

think of moving to outdoor spaces but increasingly it is

possible to extend the lifespan of an outdoor living area

by creating a functional yet dazzling environment, mostly

usable year-round.

The advent of amazing all-weather fabrics can transform 

a patio into a dreamy gathering space, especially when a

fireplace is installed. Sofas and cushions can create 

a relaxed and comfortable gathering spot. The use of 

flowing drapes can add a feeling of luxury while at the

same time shielding the space and furniture from colder

weather — suggesting a cozy and intimate atmosphere. 

In a warmer climate, those same drapes will give a breezy

and cool feel to the space. Coupled with an outdoor fan,

lighting, mirrors, and a sumptuous outdoor rug, the idea

of spending summer evenings indoors will fade away. 

The addition of planters with colorful flowers will enhance

the natural beauty of the outdoor views and provide a

dramatic backdrop for many fun memories.

FABRIC UPDATE

The possibilities are endless! With the cornucopia of exciting

indoor/outdoor fabrics available, it becomes easy to make

your outdoor space original and fun!

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to

pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

LIGHTING NEWS

Razzle up your summer!

The many choices in 

outdoor lighting can add

yet another illuminating

level to your summertime

entertaining.
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SPOTTED!
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DESIGN

ASSIGNMENTS

Besides designing rooms 

and outdoor spaces, 

clients hire me for some 

of the following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, furniture, 

accent pieces, 

light fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles, 

and materials for 

bathroom and kitchen 

renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultations

Design Leslie Hayes Interiors/Exteriors

L E S L I E  H AY E S  I N T E R I O R S
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SPOTTED!

Swing your way through summer!

How much more romantic can a piece of furniture

be? With such a lovely piece, your troubles will liter-

ally float away. For the landlubbers among you,

there is a stationary version.


